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ABSTRACT
In 2016, the University of Kentucky became embroiled in an open records debate with its student newspaper, The Kentucky Kernel. Following a professor’s resignation amid a sexual misconduct investigation, the Kernel asked for records pertaining to the case. The University refused, claiming the information would violate survivors’ privacy. The decision sparked public backlash, forcing the University to combat accusations that it was prioritizing reputation over student safety. This case study provides insight into the crisis management process by exploring how key actors in the case made decisions. Drawing from theoretical perspectives including stakeholder theory and the ethics of care and justice, this study explores the complexities of addressing incongruent stakeholder perspectives and balancing stakeholder interests, along with offering implications for public relations practitioners.
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In 2016, the University of Kentucky made national headlines amid a public legal battle with its student newspaper, The Kentucky Kernel. The Kernel filed an open records request with the University to obtain documents detailing a sexual misconduct investigation of a tenured associate professor. The University refused, claiming that releasing the information would violate
the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) because it would allow for the identification of the graduate student complainants. The Kentucky Attorney General sided with the *Kernel* and ordered the release of the name-redacted records. To appeal the ruling, the University sued the paper. In the announcement of the lawsuit, University President Eli Capilouto acknowledged the tension of “safeguarding” survivors’ privacy while recognizing “the need for transparency” (Capilouto, 2016a, para. 1). The *Kernel* staff claimed the University was more concerned with protecting its reputation than its students (Editorial Board, 2016a, 2016b).

Like any organization, institutions of higher education are susceptible to crises, and “higher education leaders face the added challenge of addressing potential gaps that a crisis may reveal relative to the core values of an institution” (Fortunato et al., 2018, p. 510). University communicators must protect reputations and stakeholder relationships (Varma, 2011). Many institutions, such as the University of Kentucky, are also public entities. Thus, the crisis can also affect relationships with government agencies and create an expectation that because it is a public institution, it must be held to a higher standard (Len-Ríos, 2010).

Despite the recent emergence of crisis communication studies in sexual misconduct cases on college campuses, Madden (2018) proclaimed that little research offers guidance for how communicators “can most effectively deal with the gendered and emotional dimensions” of these issues (p. 596). Survivors cite privacy and confidentiality concerns as reasons why they choose not to report incidents (Trades Union Congress [TUC], 2016). The calls for confidentiality in sexual misconduct cases, which often include a male perpetrator in a position of power victimizing a female, point to the notion that privacy is gendered (Higgins, 1999; Roth, 1999). Researchers have found that “certain issues important to women,” such as sexual misconduct, “have traditionally been deemed private” (Goldfarb, 2000, p. 1), and judicial procedures involving these issues are seen more as individual issues than societal issues (MacKinnon, 1991). Gotell (2006) argued that “the discourse of privacy has served to mask violence, inequality, and subordination” (p. 747). While arguments for privacy are seemingly made to protect survivors, keeping sexual misconduct cases private
perpetuates the victimization of women by not publicly holding perpetrators accountable for their actions.

The case of University of Kentucky vs. The Kentucky Kernel exemplifies these challenges as critics attacked the institution over its lack of transparency and alleged that its misplaced priorities endangered students. We apply stakeholder theory and the ethics of justice and care to extend our knowledge of crisis communication in legal crises broadly and sexual misconduct cases specifically. Using a robust case study approach (Sellnow, Littlefield, et al., 2009), we draw from multiple data points, including interviews with decision-makers at the University of Kentucky and the Kernel, the University’s official statements, and reports from the Kernel and other media sources. By speaking with the decision-makers, this study offers a better understanding of how individuals make decisions in legal crises (Fitzpatrick & Rubin, 1995), specifically when addressing issues such as privacy and transparency in sexual misconduct cases.

**Literature Review**

**Crisis Communication in Sexual Misconduct Cases**

Crisis communication scholars have identified five primary response strategies in legal crises: denial, excuse, justification, concession, and diversion (Benoit, 1995; Coombs, 2007; Huang et al., 2005). Huang et al. (2005) placed the strategies on a continuum ranging from defensive, which favors organizational interests and includes denial, to accommodative, where organizations show concern for victims and invoke concession strategies. Research suggests legal practitioners favor defensive strategies, advising clients to remain silent (Fitzpatrick & Rubin, 1995; Gibson & Padilla, 1999). Crisis communication scholars emphasize a more accommodative stance including openly and honestly communicating, along with engaging in corrective action, which could be considered a concession strategy (Seeger, 2006). The tension between legal practice and crisis research recommendations is evident in the University of Kentucky sexual misconduct case whereby the University claimed it could not be transparent and accommodating because of its concern for the legal right of survivor privacy.
Recent research has focused on legal crisis communication in sexual misconduct cases on college campuses (Madden, 2018), including the Duke University lacrosse (Fortunato, 2008; Jin et al., 2010; Len-Ríos, 2010) and Penn State football cases (Brown et al., 2015; Formentin et al., 2017). Scholars have emphasized the importance of identifying “critical stakeholders” during sexual misconduct crises, noting that how these individuals evaluate the university’s response impacts the university’s reputation (Fortunato, 2008). For example, Duke University identified key stakeholder groups and adjusted its communication strategies depending on the stakeholder group (Jin et al., 2010). However, Duke’s decision to refrain from involvement in criminal justice allegations prohibited it from satisfying all of its stakeholders, underscoring the challenge of balancing stakeholder interests during a crisis (Len-Ríos, 2010). In order to further explore the tension between legal crisis communication and balancing stakeholder interest under the circumstances of sexual misconduct and harassment cases, this study poses the following research question:

RQ1: What communication strategies did the University employ in response to the crisis, and how did stakeholders respond?

Managing Stakeholder Interests

To understand how the University of Kentucky attempted to balance stakeholder interests in this case, we turn to stakeholder theory, which considers how organizations affect and are affected by groups including customers, employees, the media, and the government (Freeman, 1984). Crises require the organization to work with stakeholders to manage outcomes (Ulmer, 2001). Stakeholders can pressure an organization throughout the crisis by asking for information, demanding answers, and seeking resolution (van der Meer et al., 2017). Crises that produce conflicting stakeholder desires complicate the response process. Len-Ríos (2010) contended that universities in particular “must make strategic decisions regarding prioritizing publics” to meet the needs of their “broad array of constituents” (p. 269).
A prominent framework introduced to classify stakeholders is Mitchell et al.’s (1997) theory of stakeholder salience and identification, which offered a typology of stakeholders using three relational dimensions: urgency, power, and legitimacy. The theory posits that the more attributes a stakeholder holds, the more salient the stakeholder becomes from a managerial perspective. Urgency reflects “the degree to which stakeholder claims call for immediate attention” (Mitchell et al., 1997, p. 867). Power embodies the ability to convince an organization to do something that it would not do otherwise (Alpaslan et al., 2009). Finally, a stakeholder wields legitimacy if their actions or claims about the organization are “desirable, proper or appropriate” within a social system (Suchman, 1995, p. 574). As the circumstances surrounding the crisis change, so do stakeholders’ needs and salience.

Other “ethical” approaches to stakeholder management during a crisis argue that “the decision to include a stakeholder in crisis preparation and response should not be based solely on that stakeholder’s salience” (Alpaslan et al., 2009, p. 43; Xu & Li, 2013). Organizations often prioritize certain stakeholders during a crisis, but such action should be taken based on the extent of personal impact (Ulmer & Sellnow, 2000). To embrace this “ethical approach,” organizations must attend to all affected stakeholders (Ulmer, 2001), prioritize stakeholders based on the situation and shift these priorities as the situation evolves (Xu & Li, 2013), and make decisions that fairly consider and reflect all stakeholder interests (Sandin, 2009; Ulmer & Sellnow, 2000).

This study thereby proposes the following question:

RQ2: What stakeholder group(s) did the University prioritize?

**Ethical Approaches**

To balance competing stakeholder interests, an organization engages in a decision-making process. But “without an ethical compass to guide its decisions,” an organization may employ strategies that violate stakeholder expectations (Tao & Kim, 2017, p. 698), straining its stakeholder relationships and jeopardizing its legitimacy. Two ethical approaches that outline how an organization can respond to stakeholder pressure are the ethics of justice and care.
An ethic of justice emerged from social justice theory, which argues for individuals to be held to universal laws (Rawls, 1971). An ethic of justice requires that an organization treat all stakeholders fairly by making impartial decisions that recognize the interests of all stakeholders involved in the crisis (Sandin, 2009). The organization acts objectively and embraces rationality, scientific approaches, and individual rights (Simola, 2003; Tao & Kim, 2017), drawing upon arguments grounded in logic and objectivity (Kim et al., 2016). However, scholars have also suggested that using universal rules may not account for nuances in crises, limiting an ethic of justice’s applicability in crises (Simola, 2003; Tao & Kim, 2017).

An ethic of care emphasizes nurturing relationships and expressing values such as compassion and empathy (Fraustino & Kennedy, 2018; Kim et al., 2016; Tao & Kim, 2017). This approach entails “concern about how to fulfill conflicting responsibilities to different people, as opposed to questions of how to resolve claims of conflicting rights among them” (Simola, 2003, p. 354). An ethic of care approach was a critical response to the justice approach (Simola, 2003; Tao & Kim, 2017). Crafted by Gilligan (1977), an ethic of care emerged from a feminist perspective, grounded in Gilligan’s research that found women valued contextual and relational factors when making moral decisions. Gilligan (1982) argued a justice-driven approach is too rigid to account for the complexity of moral dilemmas. An ethic of care “considers the contextual complexities” of crisis and prioritizes those who have been affected (Linsley & Slack, 2013; Simola, 2003, p. 354), implying an organization should be involved and remain “sensitive and responsive to the emotional feelings and needs of publics” (Tao & Kim, 2017, p. 693). Considering the different ethical approaches to balancing stakeholder interests, especially in the dynamics of a crisis, this study poses the following question:

RQ3: How did the University incorporate an ethic of justice and an ethic of care in its crisis responses?

Methods

This study aims to understand how organizational decision-makers navigate challenging legal and ethical quandaries while
illustrating how stakeholder values can conflict with organizational obligations. We used a robust case study approach, which enables researchers to make claims about a situation using multiple sources of information (Sellnow, Littlefield, et al., 2009). Case studies are useful when the research examines a current event by allowing “investigators to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics” (Yin, 2009, p. 4) to derive practical implications (Patton, 2002). This case examines the crisis communication challenges faced by the University of Kentucky when its handling of a sexual misconduct case generated allegations that it was acting irresponsibly.

For data triangulation, we included statements released by the University of Kentucky on uknow.uky.edu (n = 7), emails from the University president to faculty, staff, and students (n = 3), articles published by the Kernel (n = 47) and local newspaper The Herald-Leader (n = 32), and articles culled in a Google News search using the terms “University of Kentucky,” “Kernel,” and “sexual misconduct” (n = 45). All documents were collected from April 6, 2016, when the Kernel published its first article, to May 17, 2019, when the Appeals Court ruled in favor of the Kernel. After receiving approval from the Institutional Review Board, we conducted face-to-face interviews with four individuals who were involved in decision-making processes. These individuals were the unnamed member of the University of Kentucky’s legal counsel, who provided legal advice during the case; Jay Blanton, the executive director of public relations and marketing, who handled media inquiries on behalf of the University; Marjorie Kirk, the former Kernel editor, who wrote many of the stories about the case and made decisions about what information to publish; and Chris Poore, the former Kernel advisor, who said he offered advice to student journalists but allowed them to make the final decisions. All participants except legal counsel consented to have their names included in the write-up of the study.

We used semi-structured interviews to compare answers across the sample, adjusted questions based on the interviewers’ affiliation (the University or the Kernel), and asked follow-up questions (Patton, 2002). Questions for participants from the Kernel focused on the staff’s concern with the University’s public response, how
it expressed these concerns to administration, and the challenges the staff faces in covering sexual misconduct cases. Questions for University decision-makers centered on the factors that influenced the University’s public response to the case, the challenges the University faced when communicating about these types of cases, and how maintaining the University’s reputation factored into these decisions. Interviews ranged from 41 to 98 minutes and were audio-recorded with permission from the participants.

After collecting data and transcribing the interviews, we conducted textual analysis (Creswell, 2013). First, all data were read to achieve a holistic understanding of the case while making initial notes and observations. Second, the data were re-read multiple times to form preliminary codes, which were grouped and placed into larger categories or themes, combining codes as needed to avoid duplication. Finally, a reading of the data was conducted to ensure all evidence supported its assigned theme. The resulting analysis is described next.

**Case Background**

In February 2016, a University of Kentucky professor signed a resignation agreement following a sexual misconduct investigation comprising three allegations, two complainants, and five survivors. The case (Table 1) began when a spokesperson representing two female survivors approached then- Kernel reporter Marjorie Kirk (Kirk, personal communication). At first, the paper could only report on the settlement statement shared by the University, which refused to release the full report (legal counsel, personal communication), claiming it would “constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy” (Smith, 2016, para. 5). Revoking tenure can take years. The University’s push for resignation offered a quick solution, but once the accused leaves the university, the inquiry essentially ends (Kirk, 2016b). Because many settlements prohibit disclosing the incident to future employers, the “passing the trash” practice permits faculty to move without public knowledge of accusations (Rexroat, 2017). The survivors feared the professor would repeat the behavior at another institution (Kirk, personal communication).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 2016</td>
<td>Accused professor signs an agreement with the University of Kentucky (Smith, 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 2016</td>
<td>Two survivors approach Kirk regarding their concerns with the settlement (Westerman, 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 2016</td>
<td>The <em>Kernel</em> publishes its first article on the case and asks the University for records pertaining to the case (Kirk &amp; Wright, 2016). The University provides a letter of the investigation. The <em>Kernel</em> files an appeal with the Attorney General’s office to release the documents (Smith, 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 6, 2016</td>
<td>The Attorney General rules the University should release the documents but redact the names and identifiers of the complainants and witnesses (News Staff, 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 8, 2016</td>
<td>The University announces its decision to sue the <em>Kernel</em> as part of the appeals process (Kirk &amp; Wright, 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 13, 2016</td>
<td>The <em>Kernel</em> obtains 122 pages of records from a confidential source representing the two survivors (Kaufman, 2016). The University confirms its decision to proceed with the lawsuit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 31, 2016</td>
<td>The University files suit against the <em>Kernel</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 10, 2016</td>
<td>University of Kentucky President Eli Capilouto claims the <em>Kernel</em> publishes “salacious details to attract readers” (Blackford, 2016b, para. 12).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 17, 2016</td>
<td>Journalism faculty ask Capilouto to apologize to Kirk over his “salacious” comment and drop the suit (Stripling, 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2016</td>
<td>The <em>Kernel</em> wins The Pacemaker Award (Blackford, 2016b).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 2016</td>
<td>Two survivors “switched their stance” and joined suit with the University (Blackford, 2016d).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 2017</td>
<td>Circuit court judge rules in favor of the University in lawsuit, claiming the organization does not have to hand over records to the <em>Kernel</em> (Blackford, 2017).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Early media coverage was impeded by the University’s decision to only provide the settlement statement, reportedly frustrating two survivors (Kirk, personal communication). Kirk and the then-editor of the *Kernel* filed an open records request with the Attorney General (Kirk & Wright, 2016), who ruled the University should release the documents to the *Kernel* and the Attorney General’s office but redact the names and identifiers of complainants and witnesses (News Staff, 2016). The University declined and, in accordance with state law, announced it would sue the paper to appeal the decision, leading the two survivors to give several pages of redacted records to the *Kernel* (Kirk, personal communication). Kirk warned the survivors that “this story’s probably going to take off,” anticipating the local newspaper would be interested but not that it would quickly gain national attention (personal communication).

### Findings

**RQ1: University Response and Stakeholder Reactions**

Secrets “stain” the university’s image. The University applied the excuse strategy by using *provocation*, presenting its actions as the appropriate legal response (Huang et al., 2005). Following an allegation, the University must investigate. If the investigation reveals an incident did occur, the University initiates a three-step process: stop the activity, mitigate the effects, and ensure it never happens again “on our campus” (legal counsel, personal communication).
The University must provide due process and can only remove the accused (legal counsel, personal communication). According to University spokesperson Jay Blanton, settling was the fastest way to legally remove the threat, even if it “was imperfect” (personal communication). The University also sued the *Kernel* to avoid releasing the redacted documents, which it said contained enough information to identify the complainants and witnesses. Blanton recognized the courts were necessary to reconcile the competing tensions of transparency and privacy (personal communication), and University legal counsel added that “naming the *Kernel* is a quirk of Kentucky law. Our dispute is with the Attorney General” (personal communication).

The case gained national media attention (Kaufman, 2016), even though the University’s decision to sue is a common practice between journalists and public institutions according to *Kernel* advisor Chris Poore (personal communication). Some stakeholders supported the University, including on-campus survivors’ advocacy group SPARC, which argued that transparency should not jeopardize survivors’ “privacy and dignity” (Melanson, 2016, para. 22). But conveying the legalities of the situation proved problematic as the University’s proclaimed desire to protect individuals was overshadowed by claims that it “is fighting for secrecy, not for privacy. It is fighting for itself, not for victims” (Editorial Board, 2016b, para. 32).

A local journalist claimed nearly all the media attention was critical (Blackford, 2016d). The *Kernel* called the case “a stain on the University’s image” (Editorial Board, 2016a, para. 20), and external agencies deemed it “embarrassing” (Merlan, 2016, para. 2). The *Kernel* accused the University of hiding information (Editorial Board, 2016a) and safeguarding its own image (Editorial Board, 2016b). Reporters highlighted the University’s status as a public institution, contending this position made its behavior more egregious (News Staff, 2016). This veil of secrecy was fed by what Poore labeled “the Blanton funnel” (personal communication). Poore expounded that “You only have one source for a story on campus. That’s Jay Blanton,” which often produces a “washed out” rather than “accurate version of the story.” Kirk added that for
the majority of the case, only Blanton’s office would speak with the *Kernel*, which she felt made it appear as though the University was “responding to a public image concern, not an administrative or a disciplinary concern” (personal communication).

**Following legal precedent or hiding behind the law?** The University attempted to act with *good intentions* by citing the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). Because the University receives federal funds, it must adhere to the federal law, which “precludes us from revealing educational records without the consent of everyone involved” and broadly defines an educational record “as essentially any document maintained by the University that relates to a student” (legal counsel, personal communication). According to legal counsel, the law required the University to retain all records, even if redacted. The ability to access information online also influenced the University’s decision as administration determined it was “effectively impossible” to redact all identifying details (legal counsel, personal communication) and feared the justice system could not guarantee confidentiality to prevent retaliation (Westerman, 2017). University legal counsel emphasized it acted “with guidance from the U.S. Department of Education in 2006,” which stated “you cannot turn over FERPA protected documents to a State Attorney General in the context of an open records dispute” (personal communication). Legal counsel added that the University provided a description of the documents to the Attorney General.

Citing FERPA added a new tension. Critics stated the University overstepped its bounds as the decision about what documents can be released “is the job of the legal system, not the University President” (Editorial Board, 2016b, para. 23). Others argued the use of FERPA made the University the “latest example of colleges hiding behind student privacy laws to protect their image and reputation” (New, 2017, para. 3). Both Kirk and Poore claimed other universities provided documents in similar cases and were not punished (personal communication).

Blanton and the legal counsel were “disappointed” that media coverage never noted the complexity of the University’s decision as “there never seemed to be an acknowledgment that the University wasn’t just making this up. We were, in effect, following
well-established law” (legal counsel, personal communication). Blanton also claimed the media failed to recognize the University’s precarious situation by including “scant” mention of the legal-privacy tension and disproportionately focusing on the open records debate (personal communication). Conversely, the *Kernel* frequently questioned why administrators would not release a redacted report as a form of compromise (Editorial Board, 2016a; Kirk, 2016a). Kirk claimed names and event descriptions are unnecessary as “you would just need to know that [the professor] was found responsible by his employers for doing this, this, and this . . . That page has nothing on it that you could even argue was an education record” (personal communication).

The university’s redaction blunder. The survivors later changed their stance and sided with the University as the case gained national attention, believing that “the line between the laudable goal of transparency and the blatant invasion of privacy has been crossed” (Blackford, 2016d, para. 3). But this turn of events was overshadowed by a University gaffe. At its Board of Trustees meeting, the University distributed letters written by the survivors expressing their “dissatisfaction” with the media coverage, but when removing identifying information, overlooked one reference that identified a survivor (legal counsel, personal communication). Kirk, who attended the meeting, caught the mistake and brought it to the attention of Blanton (Kirk, personal communication), who swiftly collected the letters and later apologized to the survivors (Blanton, personal communication). The media capitalized on the mishap, emphasizing that “UK is the only one that has identified a victim by name” (Editorial Board, 2016b, para. 20).

Selling salacious news. During the same Board of Trustees meeting, President Eli Capilouto escalated criticism when he stated that “In printing salacious details to attract readers, they [the *Kernel*] have effectively identified the victim survivors” (Blackford, 2016b, para. 12). Blanton explained that Capilouto meant not all details need to be included to print the story (personal communication). Nevertheless, the damage was done, and Capilouto’s use of the *attacking the accuser* strategy backfired. Many saw his comment as a direct attack on Kirk. Even though Capilouto did not explicitly name Kirk, she was the paper’s “decision maker” (Kirk,
personal communication). For Poore, “UK was fine as they were arguing it as a policy issue. When Dr. Capilouto made it about the person, he went way too far” (personal communication).

Journalism faculty at the University penned a letter requesting an apology (Stripling, 2016). Capilouto refused, arguing that “to have a student newspaper provide so much information in an article that anybody in 15 minutes could most likely identify the victims of assault” is “a serious matter” (para. 47). Kirk said she conferred with the survivors about the details included in the articles, such as the professor’s behavior at conferences, and received their approval (personal communication). Poore explained that without those details, the survivors feared that “people wouldn’t realize the setting he had done that in” and thus, assertions that they could be readily identified “was pretty unfair treatment” of Kirk (personal communication).

Corrective action. The University invoked concession by announcing systemic changes. Early on, administrators used corrective action by declaring that it would require new faculty members to share their sexual misconduct history and offer training to graduate students and their mentors (Capilouto, 2016b). The University also introduced a process for reviewing faculty behavior following “clear examples of sexual misconduct” (para. 11). Yet, thus far, a required training session has only been offered to graduate students and not their faculty advisors. While other steps, such as the revised disciplinary process, show commitment to addressing University members’ “concerns and suggestions” (“UK updates policy,” 2018, para. 2), it must implement all of its plans to address the “passing the trash” problem at the university level.

RQ2: Stakeholder Priorities

The University publicly identified its salient stakeholders to be (1) the survivors, and (2) current students. The University of Kentucky maintained its decisions were to protect the survivors’ privacy while adhering to legal obligations. Legal counsel emphasized the Kernel provided details, such as “the fact that they were Ph.D. students,” noting that the University posts dissertations online with advisor names (personal communication). Thus, “If
you wanted to look back and see how many students got a Ph.D. in a particular field, you could do so in a matter of moments.” The University voiced that “truly honoring the value of transparency” required letting the survivors make decisions about sharing details (Manouchehri, 2016, para. 12).

First, as part of the University’s three-pronged response to sexual misconduct (stop, mitigate, prevent), it emphasized that its responsibility is to survivors, and that removing the threat to protect these stakeholders was paramount (Blanton, personal communication; legal counsel, personal communication). Second, the administration claimed that protecting survivor privacy in this case was necessary to establish a climate where other survivors would feel safe to report incidents. In an email, Capilouto (2017) asserted that “Without privacy, we know victim survivors will not come forward to report. That’s what was at stake in this case” (para. 3).

Critics maintained that the University was prioritizing itself and neglecting “other students and the public” (Kirk, 2016a, para. 1). The Kernel’s Editorial Board (2016a) offered that the University’s denial of the open records request “showed it cares more about its own interests than it cares about the law, accountability or the public’s right to information” (para. 13). Critics also claimed that the University’s response prioritized the accused over the survivors and other stakeholders. Early on, a spokesperson for the two survivors argued:

> It feels like UK is trying to protect what went on here and to protect [the professor]. Why not have complete transparency in this? . . . UK should be interested in protecting not just the students at UK. (UK) should also be in the interest of protecting students at other universities where [the professor] may end up. (Kirk, 2016a, para. 15)

The Editorial Board (2016b) echoed this claim, asserting that “The university gives the accused privacy in matters the public has a right to know” (para. 10).

RQ3: Ethical Approaches

Several of the University’s decisions and communications reflected an ethic of justice by underscoring fairness, protecting rights of
all involved parties, and employing legal reasoning. First, Blanton emphasized that individuals have a right to due process and recognized that the University has a responsibility to create fairness for the accuser and accused (personal communication). Second, the University relied on logical reasoning by citing laws, reflecting an attempt to objectively evaluate a conflict. Although the University cited FERPA to justify not releasing the records, legal counsel also explained that “in the sixth circuit, the constitutional right to privacy extends to the details of a sexual misconduct except where the disclosure of those details is necessary for a criminal prosecution” (personal communication). Thus, “FERPA aside, if instead of students, these were departmental secretaries or non-students who were alleging sexual misconduct, we could not as a governmental entity turn that information over.”

Although the University tried to determine what the law required, Blanton explained that legal codes are “not always 100% clear. Judgments have to be made” (personal communication). When making the judgment call, the University “landed on the side of the victims’ rights to tell their story,” including when and how (personal communication), permitting it to employ an ethic of care approach by maintaining that its response was an effort to do what was right for the survivors. Blanton emphasized that these decisions were based on the survivors’ needs, claiming the University “cannot—and should not—decide when it is appropriate to violate a victim-survivor’s privacy—and a victim-survivor’s trust—by providing information to the Office of the Attorney General, the Kernel, or any other entity” (Blackford, 2016a, para. 11).

President Capilouto (2016a) underscored relational aspects when he asserted that “we believe strongly in the need to protect the privacy of members of our community: our students, patients, faculty, and staff” (para. 3). During the Board of Trustees meeting, he maintained that the University was trying to remain sensitive to the needs of the survivors and support them:

> It is essential that the victim survivors of sexual misconduct know that their University stands with them, embracing them when they come forward in the courageous effort at justice and at healing; and that we will do everything in our power to protect their privacy. . . . (Melanson, 2016, para. 17)
Capilouto (2016a) also claimed that the University ponders the needs of affected stakeholders. He expounded that the University annually receives hundreds of open records requests and complies with most, but makes circumstantial decisions when deciding between transparency or protecting “the privacy and dignity of individual members of our community” (para. 7).

**Discussion and Implications**

Madden (2018) claimed university-led discussions about sexual misconduct “call into question who is being valued and why” and added that “it could become problematic if protecting the institution and institutional values supersedes the protection of individuals” (p. 305). This statement captures the essence of the University of Kentucky case as the administration maintained that its priorities lay with protecting the privacy of the survivors while many of its stakeholders, including the *Kernel*, argued that it was pursuing self-interest and secrecy. Using stakeholder theory and ethical approaches, we explore the theoretical applications in this case before describing the larger social implications and offering suggestions for practice.

**Theoretical Applications**

A stakeholder approach. Power, legitimacy, and urgency were crucial to the case’s evolution (Mitchell et al., 1997). Although the two survivors reported the professor, leading to his resignation, no further action occurred at the University level. After publishing a handful of articles and filing the open records request, the *Kernel* gained a foothold. Shortly thereafter, the alliance of the *Kernel* and two survivors, followed by the newsworthy aspect of the University’s decision to sue the *Kernel*, shifted the balance of power in the favor of the *Kernel*. Further, the *Kernel* claimed its access to the documents, thanks to the survivors, meant the University’s message “of fighting for the privacy of its victims” fell apart (Editorial Board, 2016a, para. 20), lending legitimacy to the paper’s request. The amount of attention given to the case and stakeholder pressure on the University added a degree of urgency, pushing it to announce changes to minimize the risk of sexual
misconduct on campus in September 2016. Although Blanton said the adjustments were already under review (Horsley, 2016), Kirk (2016c) claimed the step came “only after the university felt pressure and criticism” (para. 16) from stakeholders.

External media narratives reflected sentiments expressed by the *Kernel*, seemingly delegitimizing the University’s stance as reporters criticized the validity of the legal arguments, portraying them as “a smokescreen” (New, 2017, para. 14). Some stakeholders doubted the legitimacy of the institution itself by raising questions about its values, arguing its actions were irresponsible and tried “to block sexual assault reporting” (Higdon, 2016, para. 1). Legal rulings throughout the case also shifted the tide of legitimacy arguments. In 2017, the University received support when the circuit court ruled in its favor, prompting a sizable decline in external media coverage. The survivors’ decision to join the University in the lawsuit after the case received substantial publicity, expressing concern that disclosing additional records would allow the media or others to uncover their identities (Blackford, 2016d), and also altered the trajectory as those who were the most directly affected by the University’s decisions now stood with it.

Although the *Kernel’s* persistence in pressuring the University to release the information made it, along with others, a salient stakeholder, the University refused to budge and relied on an ethical stakeholder argument (Xu & Li, 2013). The administration fervently maintained that its efforts were to protect those most affected by the crisis, the survivors, from the onset when the University removed the accused. The University had to operate within legal parameters that required some details to be withheld while responding to public pressure to release information. The situation created a legal-ethical tension since releasing information would place the survivors at risk and, according to the University, violate federal law. However, withholding the information could endanger other individuals and violate the Open Records Act. The University’s unwillingness to release certain documents out of a proclaimed interest to protect the survivors hindered it from taking action that reflected the interests of all stakeholders (Sandin, 2009; Ulmer & Sellnow, 2000). The University maintained that it had a legal obligation and a “moral responsibility” to protect
survivors (Kaufman, 2016, para. 20), but one reporter countered that it had “a moral and ethical obligation, presumably, to inform people when a faculty member who might be hired elsewhere has been accused of something as egregious as this” (Stripling, 2016, para. 33). By withholding the documents, the administration alienated select stakeholders, including the Kernel, some students and faculty, the Attorney General, external media outlets, and early on, two female survivors. Unable to shield the survivors, empower third parties to expose the alleged wrongdoing of the accused, and operate within legal confines, the University simply could not reconcile all stakeholder interests.

**Ethical approaches.** The University tried to embrace an ethic of justice in emphasizing its compliance with the legal system. By adhering to a universal standard, the University attempted to appear objective and fair. However, an ethic of justice requires impartiality (Sandin, 2009), and the University also openly claimed to prioritize the survivors and current students over other stakeholders. A key component of an ethic of justice is the ability to resolve conflicting rights (Simola, 2003), which created a double-bind for the University as the two values in question were the survivors’ right to privacy and the public’s right to know. Favoring one came at the expense of the other, and the situational constraints made it infeasible for the University to employ an ethic of justice.

The University’s announcement to prioritize those who it perceived to be most affected by the crisis, survivors and current students, reflected an ethic of care, which accounts for caveats by recognizing the “particular circumstances of individuals” (Xu & Li, 2013, p. 382) and acknowledges that organizations may not be able to resolve stakeholder conflicts (Simola, 2003). By adopting an ethic of care, the University should have been able to address each stakeholder group in accordance with its own needs, permitting it to thoughtfully explain its stance and underscore its value for all stakeholders. The University adhered to an ethic of care by noting the situational complexities and vocalizing support for survivor privacy. However, its use of legal reasoning to defend its position and the administration’s openly discordant relationship with the *Kernel* often left it appearing detached rather than “sensitive and responsive” to all stakeholders (Tao & Kim, 2017, p. 693). This
approach fostered a public perception that these stakeholders did not matter to the University (Editorial Board, 2016c), hindering it from fulfilling conflicting stakeholder responsibilities (Simola, 2003), and crippling the effectiveness of its crisis response.

Critical Applications

A larger implication of this study reflects the University’s reliance on the value of privacy to protect the survivors, ultimately illustrating the concerns advanced by feminist legal scholars who warn that a privacy approach can overshadow the greater issue at hand (Higgins, 1999; Roth, 1999). Gotell (2006) advanced that constructing a privacy argument on behalf of complainants creates a paradox as the “public/private divide” can be “deployed to shield sexual violence from public view” (p. 746). Gotell also offered that privacy appeals can nurture a systemic problem as this argument perpetuates the idea that sexual misconduct is a private matter, allowing it to “become individualized and contained in a moment” (p. 747). Although the case did bring attention to the systemic shortcoming of “passing the trash” in academia, this concern was quickly buried by an avalanche of coverage on the open records debate and lawsuit. The extensive focus on the privacy-transparency tension prohibited the University and media outlets from fully illustrating the complexities of the case and discussing the problems inherent in the justice system and higher education, which was the crux of the survivors’ decision to pursue the issue in a public forum in the first place.

Additionally, this case study reflects the fluid dynamics between media coverage and victim reporting in sexual assault/misconduct cases. In October 2016, the University claimed that the number of individuals reporting sexual assault dropped from 59 reports to 38 since the beginning of the case, which it attributed to the extensive media coverage (Blackford, 2016c). While we do not know that the media coverage was the catalyst in the reduced number of reports, this case offers warnings about the effects of extensive coverage of sexual harassment and assault cases. When the complainants went to the University’s Title IX office, confidentiality was their key concern, and one survivor emphasized she wanted to avoid the
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courts to protect her identity because of her career (Westerman, 2017). However, the survivors’ decision to side with the University as news coverage escalated out of fear that their identities would be revealed demonstrates the potential costs that survivors may encounter when they report these crimes. It also suggests that the substantial attention given to these cases could discourage others from reporting and preserve a culture of silence.

**Practical Implications**

This study offers six practical implications for legal crises, and specifically, sexual misconduct and harassment crises. First, legal and public relations practitioners should establish relationships before crises. Blanton recommended practitioners be “at the table” when decisions are made or they will “be behind” (personal communication). He added that the President’s office, legal counsel, and public relations team were all involved in drafting messages, underscoring the need to form an interdepartmental crisis management team and coordinate response efforts (Coombs, 2019; Seeger et al., 2003).

Second, organizations must maintain a respectful relationship with the media. The administration and the *Kernel* publicly disagreed and made scathing comments. Yet, Kirk and Blanton shared that they respected each other (personal communication). Kirk and Poore also noted that the University never attempted to influence the *Kernel’s* coverage (personal communication). Poore added that the University gave the paper a “courteous heads up” before filing the lawsuit and explained that he and Blanton conversed “behind the scenes, trying to solve problems if they were solvable” (personal communication).

Third, even if organizations cannot supply all details, granting media access to relevant parties, including important actors, is essential. The University’s reliance on the “Blanton funnel” supported claims in this case that the institution was not being transparent. Some crisis scholars recommend that organizations use multiple individuals to disseminate a message (Sellnow, Ulmer, et al., 2009). Issues such as sexual misconduct are complex and sensitive, and a public relations practitioner may not be the best
individual to relay messages. The University should have enabled others to discuss the case, including legal counsel, Title IX officers, members of its Violence Intervention and Prevention Center, and other administrators. A chorus of voices highlighting different components and delivering more empathetic statements, while maintaining a consistent narrative, can lend more authenticity and credibility.

Fourth, organizations must explain situational challenges of complex legal issues. Legal counsel claimed that the University attempted to share its legal position in a way that the general public “would readily understand and appreciate” (personal communication). However, Blanton admitted that the University “struggled” to share its perspective (personal communication). The University released only seven public statements compared to the Kernel’s 47 articles. Blanton noted the University became more proactive as the case escalated because “other people are going to tell your story . . . it’s always better to take the shot first” (personal communication).

Fifth, even though an organization may not be able to pacify all stakeholders, it should embrace an ethic of care in its responses by recognizing all concerns. The University’s heavy use of the justification and excuse strategies, along with its reliance on legal reasoning, impeded it from acknowledging stakeholders who questioned its actions. Fraustino and Kennedy (2018) proposed that organizations should “communicate with these publics from a stance of care,” particularly when dealing with “vulnerable populations” (p. 25). An organization should acknowledge and respectfully engage with all publics, but it may need to prioritize certain stakeholders, such as survivors, during these situations.

Finally, this study advocates for journalists to thoughtfully cover these cases, underscoring the importance of trauma-informed reporting (Gearing, 2019). Kirk explained sensitivity was “the hardest part” as “I had to make sure I was not going to cause harm that I could not justify” (personal communication). For the news media to play its significant role in bringing these issues to light, news agencies should cultivate a reputation that ensures survivors are comfortable approaching the outlet because they know their dignity will be maintained.
Conclusion

The *Kernel* and its staff earned national recognition for their reporting. The *Kernel* received “The Pacemaker” award, known as the “Pulitzer Prize of collegiate journalism,” from the Associated Collegiate Press (Nederhoed, 2016) and the College Press “Freedom Award” from the Student Press Law Center (SPLC, 2017). *Glamour* magazine recognized Kirk as one of its ten “College Women of the Year” (Harder, 2017). Despite these accolades, in August 2017, the circuit court sided with the University, ruling the Attorney General does not have the authority to examine documents if they are protected under FERPA (Blackford, 2017). In May 2019, the Kentucky Court of Appeals overturned that decision. Judge Kelly Thompson, who wrote the three-judge panel’s majority opinion, stated the University “has taken the indefensible position that the records are exempt because it says they are and it must be believed” and requested the University review all documents to identify those which are not exempt under privacy rule (Associated Press [AP], 2019, para. 5). The University must then release documents that can be safely redacted, and explain why withheld documents are exempt under law (Cheves, 2019).

As stakeholders demand transparency, organizational decision-makers must identify how to balance information provision and privacy. In the University of Kentucky’s sexual misconduct case, the privacy-transparency tension placed administrators in a precarious position. By protecting survivor privacy, the University seemingly put other stakeholders at risk, provoking an outcry that the institution favored its reputation over transparency. This study describes the challenges organizations face when balancing stakeholder interests because of legal restraints or because interests are irreconcilable. Despite demands for an organization to be open, this study demonstrates how prioritizing stakeholders can limit an organization’s ability to be forthcoming, particularly when the story the public is interested in is not the organization’s story to tell.
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